
TRichView End User License Agreement (EULA) 

1. Introduction 

This License is a legal agreement between you (the End User), and Sergey Tkachenko (the 

Software Developer).  

“TRichView”, “ScaleRichView”, “Report Workshop” (the Main Components) are sets of 

software components and documentation. For the purposes of this text, “software components” 

means a set of Object Pascal (Delphi and Lazarus) files, "documentation" means printed 

materials, help and text files carrying the description of the software components.  

The Additional Component is a set of software components and documentation that meets the 

following conditions: 

1. it is available for downloading from the web site https://www.trichview.com. 

2. it can be used only if TRichView is installed (i.e. it requires one or more 

TRichView units to be compiled) 

3. its distribution does not include a license agreement other than this one. 

The Additional Components include (but are not limited to): RichViewActions, SRVControls, 

RvHtmlImporter, RvHtmlViewImporter, RichViewXML. 

The demonstration project (the Demo Project) is a set of Object Pascal (Delphi and Lazarus) 

and/or C++ code (the Demo Source), as well as executable files (*.EXE files) and data files 

required to run them (the Compiled Demo), that meets the following conditions: 

1. it is available for downloading from the web site https://www.trichview.com. 

2. it requires one or more TRichView units to be compiled (for source code) or it 

was compiled with use of TRichView (for compiled applications) 

3. its distribution does not include a license agreement other than this one. 

The Images is a set of toolbar images available on https://www.trichview.com/resources/images/ 

and used in some of the Demo Projects. 

The Main Components, the Additional Components, the Demo Projects and the Images (the 

Software) are protected by copyright laws. 

The subject of this agreement is the non-exclusive license for using the Software or its parts, 

transferred by Software Developer to the End User.  As the End User you get a right to the use 

the Software if you accept the terms and condition of this license agreement. 

https://www.trichview.com/
https://www.trichview.com/
https://www.trichview.com/resources/images/


2. Evaluation Version of the Main Components 

The evaluation version of the Main Components is provided by the Software Developer for 

evaluation purposes only. 

The evaluation version of the Main Components may be distributed through normal software 

channels in any medium (CD, DVD, Internet etc.), providing that it is transmitted for free, as a 

whole and unchanged. You may only charge a fee for the physical act of transferring. You are 

not allowed to reverse-engineer, decompile, or disassemble the software. 

3. The full (registered) version of the Main Components 

The number of users who can use the Main Components depends on the type of the developer 

license you acquired. 

• “License for 1 Developer” gives rights to one person to use the Main 

Components.  

• “License for 2 or 3 Developers” gives rights to up to three persons to use the Main 

Components.  

• “Site License” gives rights to unlimited number of people working in the same 

organization to use the Main Components. 

The license includes at least one year of free updates from the day of the purchase. At least one 

major update is guaranteed in this period. 

When the period of free updates expires, you still can use versions of the Components that were 

released in this period. There are two options to renew: 

• Manual payment prolongs the period of free updates by at least one year. At least 

one major update is guaranteed in this period. 

• Subscription (automatic payments every three months) prolongs the period of free 

updates by at least three months since the last payment. New updates are not guaranteed 

in these periods. 

If you cancel a subscription without making at least four payments, you cannot re-subscribe and 

need to make a manual payment to prolong the period of free updates further. 

The full version of the Main Components includes the source code. 

You may use the Main Components for creating unlimited number of software applications. 

Applications created using the Main Components may be distributed in the form of executable 

file (*.EXE file) without additional payment to the Software Developer.  

Other form of distribution of software created with use of the Main Components (including but 

not limited to dynamic libraries (DLL), components packages (*.BPL and *.DPL), ActiveX 

components) is possible only with the Software Developer's personal written permission.  



You may not redistribute the Main Components, neither as a source code (*.PAS files) nor as a 

compilation result (*.DCU, *.OBJ, *.O, *.PPU, *.LIB files). Under redistribution of the software 

we mean giving access to the third parties to the software by network and other ways, as well as 

through selling, hiring, leasing or lending.  

You may make any changes in the Main Components' source code. The same rights and 

restrictions apply to the modified version of the Main Components. 

4. The Additional Components and the Demo Projects 

If an Additional Component or a Demo Project requires a third-party software to run or to be 

compiled, and a license agreement of this third-party software applies limitations on software 

that uses this third-party software, the terms and condition in this section are applied to this 

Additional Component or a Demo Project only if they comply with the license of this third-party 

software; otherwise, the terms and conditions of this third-party license apply. 

The Compiled Demos are provided for demonstration purposes only. Any other use is possible 

only with the Software Developer's personal written permission. 

You may use the Additional Components and the Demo Sources for creating unlimited number 

of software applications. Applications created using the Additional Component and/or the Demo 

Sources may be distributed in the form of executable file without additional payment to the 

Software Developer.  

The Additional Components and the Demo Projects may be distributed through normal software 

channels providing that they are transmitted for free, as a whole and unchanged. You may only 

charge a fee for the physical act of transferring. 

You may make any changes in the Additional Components and the Demo Sources. If you 

distribute a modified version of them, you must include the original unchanged version of them, 

including this license and all copyright notices. The same rights and restrictions apply to the 

modified version of the Additional Components and the Demo Sources. 

5. The Images 

If you acquired a developer license to use the full version of the Main Components, you can use 

the Images free of charge. Otherwise, you need acquiring a special developer license to use the 

Images. 

You may use the The Images for creating unlimited number of software applications. 

Applications created using the Images may be distributed in the form of executable file without 

additional payment to the Software Developer. Any other use and distribution is possible only 

with the Software Developer's personal written permission. 

6. Scope of Use and Termination 



This License for the Software comes into effect after the Software (or any its part) is installed on 

your computer and remains in force during the time you use the Software (or any its part).  

If you fail to comply with the terms and conditions of this License, you must delete all copies of 

the Software and of all applications that use it, and the agreement is terminated.  

Territory in which the Software may be used: Worldwide.  

7. Warranty and Disclaimer 

The Software is provided "as is" and without warranty of any kind. The Software Developer 

hereby excludes and disclaims all implied or statutory warranties, including any warranties of 

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, quality, and non-infringement. There is no 

warranty that the product will be error-free or will function without interruption. The End User 

assumes the entire risk for the results obtained using the Software. To the extent that Software 

Developer may not disclaim any warranty as a matter of applicable law, the scope and duration 

of such warranty will be the minimum permitted under such law. 


